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Punta Gorda Lettuce comparison between SEM´ed and non SEM´ed Roman Lettuce. 

Date 17 of May 2012 – 52 days growing. 

As mentioned on another occasion the flow rate through the SEM unit has not been 

the correct one. Real flowrate is aprox 500 l/h when the nominal flow rate for a SEM 

500 should be aprox 2000 l/s. It is clear that the velocity of the water going through 

the AVS part of the SEM have been much inferior to what it should be in order to 

create the correct ionization and micro clustering effect of the water.  

The procedure at the picking have been to randomly pick plants from both sections 

through out the planted area, and place the same quantity of lettuce heads in boxes (6 

units in each box) and weight them. 

   

Picture showing the lettuce patch where the average height of the crop is aprox 35 – 40 

cm. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Two of the boxes with 6 units of lettuce in each box, on lefthand side SEM lettuce and 

on the right hand side the Non SEM lettuce. For the non SEM lettuce all 6 units fits 

inside the box standing up, whereas for the SEM lettuce only 4 fits into the box standing 

and 2 are laying on top.  

 

All 12 lettuce laid out on the ground in front of the boxes. The size difference is clearly 

seen here. Weighting the boxes with 6 units in each we extracted an average weight 

from several boxes where the non SEM boxes weigh 5,8 kgs and the SEM boxes 7 kgs. 

 



 

4 of the lettuce laid out for comparison from the left, unist 1 and 3 are SEM lettuce and 

2 and 4 non SEM lettuce. Unfortunately the first SEM lettuce on the left, when 

extracted from the soil the root broke so the roots size are not representative on this 

one. 

 

On this picture we have cut two 

lettuce in half and placed a SEM 

half (left) with a non SEM half 

(right) In this case the non SEM 

is slightly longer than the SEM 

lettuce.  

Typically, and we have seen that 

in all SEM lettuce is that from 

the very start of the up-going 

leaves they all curve outwards 

and becomes wider from the 

very start on the lower end.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SEM half (left) and Non SEM right. On all lettuce that we have cut in half the little 

White triangular stem are lower and wider on the SEM lettuce and higher and 

narrower on the no SEM ones. This “design” makes the SEM ones wider at the base 

with more and more compact up going leaves. This makes the whole plant more 

compact and heavier.  

 



 

Picture clearly shows the whole nucleus of the plant is just “more” 

 

 

 



Big difference in the “triangular” stem  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stem at the cutting level has more diameter on SEM lettuce (left) 4,5 cm and 4 cm 

on non SEM (right)  

 

Bigger difference still on the stem diameter on two freshly picked lettuces.   



 

Comparison of complete plants Non SEM on left and SEM on right. Here the non SEM is 

lightly higher, but we can see that the SEM is wider on the lower part. On this photo 

you can also see a slightly greener an fresher color. The larger non SEM-ed lettuce 

weights 918 grams and the smaller SEM-ed one 1008 grams. The height of non SEM-

ed is 40 cm and the smaller SEM-ed 36 cm. 

 

 The same pair of plants from another angle, observe the difference in “waist” 

diameter. SEM lettuce right. Also observe the density of the fine roots.  



 

Difference of the roots. It´s more about the density of the small tiny roots than the size 

of the roots. 

  

Volume of the complete root system. Right is SEM  

 



 

 

Comparison of volume and density of the roots. Upper photo SEM lettuce, lower photo 

non SEM lettuce. 

It is pretty clear that the SEM-ed lettuce are more robust, compact and in average 

weight between 10 – 21 % more than the non SEM lettuce.   

The flavor of the SEM-ed lettuce is more sweeter and less acid than the non SEM-ed 

one, with quite a difference.  



We have now proceeded to compare the durability of the freshness of the samples, 

where the two split halves have been laying in ambient temperature and two samples 

in the fridge. For the time being there is no difference, and we will come back with that 

test on a separate report.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


